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Methods: Healthy elderly control (HC) subjects and patients with MCI or AD were recorded while
performing several short cognitive vocal tasks. The voice recordings were processed, and the first
vocal markers were extracted using speech signal processing techniques. Second, the vocal markers
were tested to assess their “power” to distinguish among HC,MCI, and AD. The second step included
training automatic classifiers for detecting MCI and AD, using machine learning methods and testing
the detection accuracy.
Results: The classification accuracy of automatic audio analyses were as follows: between HCs and
those with MCI, 79% 6 5%; between HCs and those with AD, 87% 6 3%; and between those with
MCI and those with AD, 80% 6 5%, demonstrating its assessment utility.
Conclusion: Automatic speech analyses could be an additional objective assessment tool for elderly
with cognitive decline.
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Various types of dementia affect human speech and lan-
guage [1] and disorders or irregularities in the language
domain could be a strong predictor of disease progression
[2,3]. Considering this association, reason exists to explore
speech analysis as a method for early dementia diagnosis.
One avenue we investigated was the analysis of speech
using software that takes as input the audio recording from
a clinical consultation. Combined with other methods such
as video monitoring [4] and actigraphy [5], the speechauthor. Tel.: 133-65-202-1156; Fax: 133-49-
konig@maastrichtuniversity.nl
16/j.dadm.2014.11.012
he Alzheimer’s Association. Published by Elsevier Inc. T
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).analysis tool has the potential to become a useful, noninva-
sive, and simple method for early dementia diagnosis [6].
These technologies enable rapid, accurate, and inexpensive
monitoring over time. Noninvasive diagnosis methods will
also reduce the burden on the healthcare system and improve
the possibility of early dementia detection.
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is diagnosed when it has
reached the stage at which cognitive (i.e., episodic memory
impairment) and neuropsychiatric symptoms interfere with
social functioning or activities of daily living. In addition
to the clinical criteria, Dubois et al [7] recently suggested
that pathophysiologic biomarker evidence is also needed.
The dementia diagnosis is strongly based on clinical judg-
ment, for which appropriate assessment instruments are of
vital importance. Providing reliable additional methods tohis is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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because the cognitive domains other than memory have
been increasingly recognized as important outcome mea-
sures in clinical practice. Information and communication
technology (ICT), in particular, automatic speech analysis,
is important, because it enables the capture of patient perfor-
mance and actions to accurately evaluate patients in real
time. Using real life situations and applying less intrusive
methods that do not require specialized personnel would
also be advantageous.
Speech analyses have already been used in patients with
dementia [8–10] and those with Parkinson’s disease [11] to
find potential vocal markers. Studies have shown that one
consistently found language abnormality in early AD is
anomia, or impaired word finding [12,13], leading to
circumlocution that is evidenced in poor word list
generation, in particular, for words in a given semantic
category [14]. Patients with AD have difficulty accessing
semantic information intentionally, which manifests
itself in a manner that appears to reflect a general semantic
deterioration [1].
This difficulty can affect the temporal cycles during spon-
taneous speech production (speech fluency) and therefore
can be detectable in the hesitation and uttering of a patient
[15]. Additional affected speech characteristics in patients
with AD seem to be those related to articulation (speed in
language processing) [16], prosody in terms of temporal
and acoustic measures, which includes alterations in rhythm
(ability to vary pitch level, pitch modulation, reduced or fluc-
tuating rate of language output, frequent word finding
pauses, a lack of initiative, and slowness) [17,18], and
eventually, in later stages, phonologic fluency [19]. Some
of these characteristic alterations could be detected by auto-
matic analysis by extracting speech parameters from pa-
tients, for example, by performing cognitive vocal tasks or
even recording free speech.
Recently, Ahmed et al [2] tried to identify the features of
speech that could be used to examine the longitudinal
changes to profile impairment in patients with AD. Their
study showed that progressive disruption in language integ-
rity was detectable as early as the prodromal stage. Meilan
et al [20] found that voiceless segments explained a signifi-
cant portion of the variance in the overall scores obtained in
the neuropsychological test. Lopez-de-Ipi~na et al [21] inves-
tigated the potential of applying artificial intelligence algo-
rithms to patients’ speech as a method to improve the
diagnosis of AD and determine the degree of its severity,
with promising results for early diagnosis and classification
of patients with AD. Roark et al [22] studied different char-
acteristics of spoken language that were automatically
derived, such as pause frequency and duration. They demon-
strated statistically significant differences between healthy
subjects and subjects with mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) for a number of measures. However, in these studies,
the expected performance of an end-to-end voice-based
dementia assessment system was not clearly demonstratedand was often limited by the sample size, method (i.e.,
manual transcriptions), and technologies.
The present study aimed to determine the value of auto-
matic analyses of voice recordings during vocal tasks for
the early diagnosis of AD. This was done through the
Dem@Care project, a substudy of the European Community
FP7 program. Within this project, ICTs are used for the
assessment of patients with dementia in an ecological setting
[23]. Specialized IBM speech researchers worked together
in close collaboration with the clinical dementia researchers
to develop a process to analyze automated speech record-
ings. To detect dementia-related characteristics in human
voice and speech patterns, a classifier was developed using
a support vector machine to analyze the statistical properties
of vocal features [24]. The classifier determined which fea-
tures characterize different states of the disease. The main
research objective was to determine whether automated
speech and voice pattern analyses increases the accuracy,
reliability, and affordability of AD early detection.
The present study analyzed voice recordings collected
during cognitive vocal tasks performed by patients with
AD, MCI, and healthy elderly controls (HCs). The tasks
were used to determine the effectiveness of speech process-
ing technologies to support dementia assessment. The pri-
mary objective of the study was to investigate whether a
method based on automatic speech analyses can detect dif-
ferences among AD, MCI, and HC subjects. Furthermore,
we sought to determine which speech features are the most
sensitive to the deterioration due to the disease. This would
allow us to obtain a profile for the different populations to
improve the differential diagnosis. The secondary objective
was to evaluate which tasks are the most appropriate ones to
allow the detection of differences in these speech features.2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Within the framework of the Dem@care project, speech
recordings were conducted at the Memory Clinic in Nice,
France. The Nice ethics committee approved the present
study. Each participant gave informed consent before the
first assessment. Participants aged 65 years or older were re-
cruited through the Memory Clinic located at the geriatric
department of the University Hospital.
2.2. Clinical assessment
The general cognitive status was assessed using neuro-
psychological tests, including the
 Mini-mental state examination (MMSE) [25]
 Five word test [26]
 Frontal assessment battery [27]
 Instrumental activities of daily living scale [28]
Additionally, neuropsychiatric symptoms were assessed
using the neuropsychiatric inventory [29]. Apathy was
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diagnostic criteria [31]. These tests were performed for
potential postanalysis of the audio recordings investigating
the effect of neuropsychiatric symptoms on the voice
parameters.
After the clinical assessment, the participants were cate-
gorized into 3 groups: HCs, who had complained about sub-
jective memory problems but were diagnosed as cognitively
healthy after the clinical consultation; patients with MCI;
and patients who had been diagnosed with AD. For the
AD group, the diagnosis was determined using the National
Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders
Association criteria [32]. For the MCI group, diagnosis
was conducted using the Petersen criteria [33]. Participants
were excluded if they had any major audition or language
problems or a history of head trauma, loss of consciousness,
or psychotic or aberrant motor behavior.
2.3. Recording protocol
Each participant performed four spoken tasks during a
regular consultation with a general practitioner while being
recorded as a part of an ongoing research protocol. The tasks
consisted of a counting backward task, a sentence repeating
task, an image description task, and a verbal fluency task
(Table 1). These tasks were chosen from the findings of pre-
vious studies [24].
The vocal tasks were recorded using an Audio Technica
AT2020 USB Condenser Microphone (16-mm diaphragm,
cardioid polar pattern, frequency response 20 Hz to
16.000 Hz, Thomann 144 dBmaximum sound pressure level)
that was placed on a stand 10 cm from the participant. Each
task was recorded entirely to extract specific vocal features,
including pause length, verbal reaction time, and amount of
silence. After recoding, the vocal features were extracted
from each spoken task using both the open software tool Praat
[34] and a set of purposefully developed signal processing
tools.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Demographic variables are presented as the median and
interquartile range. Before analysis, the data were verified
for normality, potential outliers, and missing values. Inter-Table 1
Vocal tasks of the protocol
No. Task
1 Countdown
3 Picture description
2 Sentence repeating
4 Semantic fluency
(animals)group comparisons for continuous variables were performed
using a nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test, because the
distribution of the data was not normal. a Error adjustments
(P , .05/3 5 .016) were performed using the Bonferroni
correction method. Categorical testing for gender and educa-
tion was calculated using the Fisher’ exact test. All statistical
analyses of the demographic and neuropsychological data
were computed using SPSS, version 20.0, and are presented
in detail in the subsequent sections.2.5. Vocal features and analysis
After recording, numerous vocal features were extracted
from each spoken task. These features presumably covered
the task-specific manifestation of dementia in the speech
data. Some were similar to features described in previous
studies [2,20,35–37] and others were novel. Because of the
developing language-independent technology, speech recog-
nition was not included, and only nonverbal features were
targeted.
2.5.1. Countdown and picture description
In cognitive task 1 of the protocol, the participants were
asked to count backward from “305” to “285” as fluently
as they could. In cognitive task 2, free speech was collected
by asking the participants to describe a picture. Task 1 was
therefore more cognitively demanding.
The tasks were analyzed for the continuity of speech (i.e.,
longer contiguous voice segments and shorter silent seg-
ments were sought as speech features for both the count-
down and the picture description tasks). We expected
greater continuity for HCs, lower continuity for those with
MCI, and the lowest continuity for those with AD. Some
speech features were based on techniques reported in previ-
ous studies [2,35–38], and others were new.
We derived continuity features from the length (dura-
tion) of the contiguous voice and silent segments and
from the length of contiguous periodic and aperiodic
segments. Voice or silence was detected using a voice
activity detection algorithm, which is based on the en-
ergy envelop (intensity) of the recorded speech signal,
as calculated using the Praat software [34]. Periodic
versus aperiodic segments were detected using pitch
contour (periodicity), calculated using the Praat softwareDescription
Count backward 1 by 1 from 305 to 285 without making a mistake
Look at a picture and describe it as detailed as you can in 1 minute
Repeat 10 short sentences after the clinician (1 at a time); the first 3 are
“La montagne est enneigee en ce mois de mars”
“Le chien a fait une longue promenade ce matin”
“Le Schtroumpf grognon est tres content aujourd’hui”
Name as many animals as you can think of as quickly as possible
(1-minute time limit); this semantic fluency test is widely used in
neuropsychological assessments to evaluate frontal lobe functions
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the periodic and aperiodic segments of a typical spoken
task recording.
From that analysis we obtained four data types for each
recording, reflecting each cognitive task (countdown or pic-
ture description):
 Voice segment length (in seconds)
 Silence segment length (in seconds)
 Periodic segment length (in seconds)
 Aperiodic segment length (in seconds)
For each set of the four data types (the set for the count-
down and the set for the picture description), we calculated
several vocal features:
 The mean of the durations (we expected longer dura-
tions of the voice and periodic segment lengths and
shorter durations for the silence and aperiodic segment
lengths): The comparison groups were the HC partici-
pants versus those with MCI and those with MCI
versus those with AD
 The ratio mean of the durations (defined as the mean
voice duration/mean silence duration, mean silence
duration/mean voice duration, mean periodic dura-
tion/mean aperiodic duration, and mean aperiodic
duration/mean periodic duration, for the four data
types [voice, silence, periodic, and aperiodic])
 Themedian of the durations and the ratio median of the
durations (the same as for the mean and ratio mean but
computing for the median instead)
 The standard deviation of the durations and the ratio
standard deviation of the durations (similar to the
mean and ratio mean)
 The sum of the durations, ratio sum of the durations
(similar to the mean and ratio mean)
 Segment count
These features were derived from techniques introduced
in a previous study [24], other than the ratio features, which
are novel to the field of speech analysis.Fig. 1. Voice versus silence segments and periodic versus aperiodic segments of a
10 ms; the vertical axis on the left designates the signal intensity and that on the rig
aperiodic were determined from the smoothed intensity and periodicity contours,2.5.2. Sentence repeating
In cognitive task 3, the participants had to repeat a
sequence of 10 sentences spoken by the clinician one at
a time while being recorded. First, speaker separation
was performed on the entire recording to detect the
boundary points of the individual sentences. Next, a
standardized signal processing technique (dynamic time
warping) was used to evaluate the time alignment—calcu-
lating the alignment curve between pairs of corresponding
waveforms (the sentence uttered by the clinician and the
corresponding sentence repeated by the participant).
Figure 2 shows the time alignment for two different cases.
On the left side of Figure 2, a “successful” sentence
repeating case is shown. The blue curve indicates a quite
smooth and regular time alignment between the clini-
cian’s signal and the participant’s repeated signal. This
smooth and regular curve demonstrates that the repeated
sentence followed the clinician’s sentence closely. The
linear and second-order approximations to the time-
alignment curve (green line and red curve, respectively)
closely match the time-alignment curve. The close match-
ing to the line and a smooth second-order curve are mea-
sures of the time alignment “regularity.” We defined the
first- and second-order irregularity measures as the
squared error between the time alignment (blue) curve
and its linear and second-order approximations (green
and red), respectively.
In contrast, the right side of Figure 2 shows the case of a
poorly repeated sentence. A good match between the clini-
cian’s signal and the participant’s repeated signal was only
partially found along parts of the sentence. The nearly hori-
zontal part of the blue curve represents an “insertion” by the
patient: it is a segment of the participant’s speech for which
no alignment was found with any part of the clinician’s ut-
tered sentence. The nearly vertical part of the blue curve rep-
resents a “deletion” by the patient: it is a segment of the
clinician’s speech for which no alignment was found with
any part in the patient’s repeated sentence. Also, on the right
side, the time alignment curve (blue) is highly irregular,typical spoken task recording. The horizontal axis designates time frames of
ht designates the signal periodicity. Voice versus silence and periodic versus
respectively.
Fig. 2. Time alignment between the clinician’s sentence and the participant’s repeated sentence. The horizontal axis designates the time of the participant’s
signal (in 10-ms frames); the vertical axis, the time of the clinician’s signal (in 10-ms frames). The blue curve shows the “best” match (alignment) between
the two signals; the green line and red curve, the best linear and second-order approximations of the blue curve, respectively.
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order approximations (green and red, respectively).
We expected fewer insertions, fewer deletions, and less ir-
regularity for the HC participants compared with those with
MCI and between those with MCI and those with AD.
We defined the following vocal measures for each pair of
corresponding sentences:
 Vocal reaction time (in seconds)
 Relative length (patient sentence duration/clinician
sentence duration)
 Amount of silence (0 to 1 continuous scale)
 Amount of insertions (0 to 1 scale)
 Amount of deletions (0 to 1 scale)
 Irregularity—first order (arbitrary units)
 Irregularity—second order (arbitrary units)
We calculated the vocal features of the entire sentence
repeating task for each patient to compute the mean and stan-
dard deviations of the vocal measures across the different
sentence pairs. These features and the use of dynamic time
warping to derive the vocal features from spoken cognitive
tasks are also novel to the field of speech analysis.
2.5.3. Semantic fluency
In cognitive task 4, the participants were asked to name as
many animals as they could within 1 minute. This semantic
verbal fluency test is widely used in neuropsychological as-
sessments to evaluate frontal lobe functions [39].
Figure 3 shows the positions (in time) of the individual
words detected from a sample of a participant’s recording
of task 4. The word positions were estimated from the sig-
nal’s intensity and periodicity using a peak detector. The
signal intensity information was used to locate the peaks,
and the periodicity information was used to reject the irrel-
evant peaks. The intensity and periodicity were calculated
using the Praat software [34]. The vocal features for the se-
mantic fluency task were defined as follows: the distances intime of the second, third, fourth,. and until the ninth de-
tected word positions from the first detected word position.
2.5.4. Classification procedure
Before running a classifier, the feature selection proce-
dure was implemented. The purpose of the feature selection
procedure was to select the most meaningful vocal features
and discard the “noisy” features that contribute less to the
classification accuracy and might, in fact, reduce the
accuracy if used. This procedure was tested to verify the
outcomes.
The feature selection techniques, known as wrapper or
embedded methods [33], were found to perform poorly in
terms of classification accuracy. This resulted from the limited
size of the collected data; hence, the sparseness of the training
feature vectors. The filter approach using the Mann-Whitney
U test was found to perform well using our data.
Three different classification scenarios were evaluated,
covering the three pairwise combinations of the three groups
(HC, MCI and AD):
 HC versus AD: detecting AD from the mixed HC and
AD population
 HC versus MCI: detecting MCI from the mixed HC
and MCI population
 MCI versus AD: detecting AD from the mixed MCI
and AD population
For each classification scenario, an optimal subset of
vocal features was selected. The P value of the Mann-
Whitney U test was calculated for each vocal feature to es-
timate its “value” for distinguishing between the two classes
associated with the scenario. The vocal features with a
P value less than the threshold were selected for classifica-
tion, and the remaining features were ignored.
All the meaningful vocal features exhibited a property in
which the feature values in one group tended to be greater
than those in the other group. For example, the mean silence
Fig. 3. The time positions of the individual words along a 1-minute recording. (Left) View of recording of healthy elderly control, demonstrating a faster rate of
uttering words (assumed to be animal names) at least at the beginning of the task. (Right) View of a recording of a patient with Alzheimer’s disease, demon-
strating a slower rate of uttering words at the beginning of the task.
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for the MCI group. We used the Mann-Whitney U statistical
test, because it facilitated selecting the features when this
property was present. The P value selection thresholds, for
the three scenarios, were chosen to retain about 22 to 23
vocal features in each scenario and to ignore the rest; this
quantity was found to yield good (low) classification error.
Figure 4 demonstrates the different distributions of the
mean silence segment lengths across the three groups: HC,
MCI, and AD.
After feature selection, classification accuracy was evalu-
ated using the support vector machine classifier and random
subsampling based cross-validation.We report the classifica-
tion accuracy in terms of the equal error rate (EER), which is
the point at which the rate of type I error (a error rate, false
alarm rate) equals the rate of type II error (b error rate, mis-
detection rate). For each of the three classification scenarios,
the following procedure was implemented:
1. We randomly divided the entire data set (in the form of
vocal feature vectors, containing the selected features)
into test/train subsets
2. Applied regularization to the training set
3. Trained a support vector machine classifier using the
regularized train set
4. Normalized the (original, not the regularized) test set ac-
cording to the parameters derived from the training set
5. Ran the normalized test data through the classifier to
evaluate the EER for the current random selection of
test versus the training sets
6. Repeated steps 1 through 5 with different random se-
lections of the test versus training sets
7. Calculated the mean and standard error (SE) of the
EER and divided them by the EER values that corre-
sponded to the different random selections
The training set regularization in step 2 helped to remove
the outliers and increase the classification accuracy. Steps 1to 5 were repeated 300 times to obtain stable results. We
evaluated the results in terms of the EER, which is the point
at which the false alarm rate equals the misdetection rate.
The EER is equivalent to the point of equal specificity-
sensitivity (specificity-sensitivity 5 1 2 EER/100).3. Results
3.1. Participant characteristics
Because the distribution of the data was nonparametric,
the results are reported as the median and interquartile range.
The characteristics of the HC group (n 5 15, age 72 years,
interquartile range 60–79; MMSE 29, interquartile range
29–30),MCI group (n5 23, age 73 years, interquartile range
67–79; MMSE 26, interquartile range 25–27), and AD group
(n 5 26, age 80 years, interquartile range 71.75–86;
MMSE 19, interquartile range 16.75–21.25) are presented
in Table 2. Categorical testing using Fisher’s exact test
showed no significant differences in education level among
the three groups (P , .05). However, if using P, .1, signif-
icant differences in the education levels were found between
the HC and AD groups (P 5 .062) and MCI and AD groups
(P5 .059). Furthermore, after a error adjustments (P, .05/
3 5 .016) using the Bonferroni correction method, the HC,
MCI, and AD groups did not significantly differ in age.
The three groups had significantly different scores on the
MMSE, instrumental activities of daily living scale, verbal
fluency, neuropsychiatric inventory, and apathy inventory
(P , .05). However, the frontal assessment battery score
just differed between the MCI and AD groups and the HC
and AD groups. The same results were obtained using the
five word learning test. Using the apathy diagnostic criteria
[31], a total of 20 participants had apathy (5 in the MCI and
15 in the AD group).
The results in Table 3 were obtained using the cross-
validation procedure as described in the Methods section
Fig. 4. Distributions and P values from Mann-Whitney U tests for silence durations. Horizontal axis designates the participant index. Black asterisks indicate
healthy elderly controls; blue circles, those with mild cognitive impairment; and red triangles, those with Alzheimer’s disease. The values for each class tended
to be higher (or lower) than those in another class. Also shown are the P values for the three classification scenarios. The ratio mean (right) helped in distinguish-
ing between those with mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease better than the plain arithmetic mean (left).
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values from 300 random selections of the test and train sets.3.2. Vocal feature selection and analysis
Comparing the HC and MCI groups, 23 features were
selected (14 from the countdown task and 9 from the pictureTable 2
Characteristics and comparisons for HC, MCI, and AD groups
Variable All subjects (n 5 64) HC (n 5
Gender
Female 34 9
Male 30 6
Age (y) 76 (70–82) 72 (60–
Education category
Primary 18/64*,y 2/15
Secondary 19/64*,y 4/15
College 14/64*,y 4/15
University 13/64*,y 5/15
MMSE 25 (19.25–28)z,x,{ 29 (29
FAB 15 (12–17)x,{ 17 (16
IADL 4 (2–4)x,{ 4 (4–
5 Word test 9 (7–10)x,{ 10 (10
Verbal fluency 13 (8.75–18)z,x,{ 22.5 (17
NPI total 3 (1–8)z,x,{ 0 (0
Apathy diagnostic 20/64 0/15
Apathy inventory 2 (2–4)z,x{ 0 (0
Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FAB, frontal assessment battery; HC,
tionnaire; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, mini-mental state examinatio
NOTE. All values presented as median and interquartile range or number of subj
, .05). Categorical testing for education was analyzed using Fischer’s exact test.
*P , .1 for MCI versus AD.
yP , .1 for HC versus AD.
zP , .05 for HC versus MCI.
xP , .05 for MCI versus AD.
{P , .05 for HC versus AD.description task). Comparing the MCI and AD groups, 23
features were also selected (12 from the countdown task,
5 from the picture description task, and 6 from the verbal
fluency task). Comparing the HC and AD groups, 22 features
were selected (all from the countdown task). The selection
P value threshold, per classification scenario, was optimized
to yield the highest average classification accuracy after15) MCI (n 5 23) AD (n 5 26)
12 13
11 13
79) 73 (67–79) 80 (71.75–86)
6/23 10/26
4/23 11/26
7/23 3/26
6/23 2/26
–30) 26 (25–27) 19 (16.75–21.25)
–18) 15.5 (14.75–17) 11 (9–13.75)
4) 4 (3–4) 2 (1–3)
–10) 9 (9–10) 7 (4.25–8)
.75–25) 14 (11–14) 8.5 (6.75–11)
–1.25) 2 (1–6) 8 (4–16)
5/23 15/26
–0) 2 (0–3) 4 (2–6)
healthy elderly control; IADL, instrumental activities of daily living ques-
n; NPI, neuropsychiatric inventory.
ects. Group comparisons were performed using the Mann-WhitneyU test (P
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than the other tasks in contributing to the classification accu-
racy. Thus, no features from that task were selected.
3.2.1. Countdown and picture description
The optimal features for both the countdown and picture
description tasks were those that reflected speech continuity,
showing longer contiguous voice segments and shorter
silence segments and longer contiguous periodic segments
and shorter aperiodic segments. According to the cognitive
states, greater continuity would be expected for HCs, lower
continuity for those with MCI, and the lowest for those with
AD. Only a small subset of the continuity-reflecting vocal
features significantly contributed to the classification accu-
racy. The ratio features were found to help, emphasizing
the separation among the different groups (HC, MCI, and
AD), more than many other features.
3.2.2. Sentence repeating
The most relevant features we found were determined by
comparing the pair of waveforms representing the sentence
uttered by the clinician and the sentence repeated by the
participant. The vocal reaction time was of little benefit for
patient classification into the HC, MCI, and AD groups.
Other features were more relevant. Although these vocal fea-
tures were not selected using the Mann-Whitney U test, they
can be useful when redesigning the recordings of the task.
These features were powerful for some of the participants
across all three groups.
3.2.3. Semantic fluency
From the many features we examined, the greatest contri-
bution to the classification accuracy was obtained from the
positions (in time) of the individual words at the first part
of the task. The vocal features determined from the voice
and silence segment durations, as described for tasks 1 and
2, were also useful for improving the classification accuracy.
This task was particularly useful for distinguishing between
those with MCI and those with AD and greatly improved the
classification accuracy. Its contribution to separating the HC
and MCI groups was not significant.3.3. Classification procedure
The classification accuracy is presented in Table 3 in
terms of the EER, corresponding to the point at which the
false alarm rate equaled the misdetection rate. For the clas-Table 3
Classification accuracy results of voice-based analyses
Comparison Equal error rate (%) Equal specificity-sensitivity
HC versus MCI 21 6 5 0.79 6 0.05
HC versus AD 13 6 3 0.87 6 0.03
MCI versus AD 20 6 5 0.80 6 0.05
Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; HC, healthy elderly control
subjects; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.sification scenario of HC versus MCI, the EER was 20% 6
5% (SE). This corresponded to an equal specificity-
sensitivity result of 0.80 6 0.05 (SE). For the classification
scenario of HC versus AD, the EER was only 13% 6 3%
(SE), corresponding to a specificity-sensitivity of 0.87 6
0.03 (SE). For the classification scenario of MCI versus
AD, the EER was 19% 6 5% (SE), corresponding to a
specificity-sensitivity of 0.81 6 0.05 (SE).
Figure 5 depicts the receiver operating characteristics
curves—the a-error rate (false alarm rate) against the b-error
rate (misdetection rate)—for the three classification sce-
narios. The blue curves show the individual receiver oper-
ating characteristic curves for the different test/train set
selections during the cross-validation procedure. The red
curve shows the average receiver operating characteristic
curve, and the point of the EER is highlighted with a red
circle.
These results were further investigated statistically to
evaluate whether they would generalize to new unseen
data with the same statistical properties. The classifier’s
generalization error consists of three components [40]: (1)
the classifier bias (reported in Table 3 as the mean EER);
(2) the classifier variance (reported in Table 3 as the SE of
the EER), and (3) the classifier generalization measure,
which relates to the dependency between the test and train
data across different random selections of test/train sets.
The third component was very small compared with the
mean EER and its SE. This implies that the reported classi-
fier performance would generalize to a new unseen data set
of the same statistical type.4. Discussion
Speech, as the main channel of human communication,
has great potential to monitor people with dementia, because
speech and language characteristics could represent behav-
ioral markers of dementia variants [41]. The present study
has demonstrated that speech processing technology could
be a valuable supportive method for clinicians responding
to the need for additional objective and automated tools to
enable assessment of very early-stage dementia. High classi-
fication accuracy, 81%, has been achieved, which can
possibly be generalized to new unseen data with the same
statistical properties. Assessing the voice and unvoiced seg-
ments tended to show the best discrimination results be-
tween the groups. However, certain features, namely the
ratio features, were more informative than were the others
for classification, depending on the vocal task.
The extracted vocal features that were significant to this
classification were novel in the context of a dementia assess-
ment from speech, such as the comparison of the sentence
uttered by the clinician to that uttered by the patient. These
were the ratio features in the countdown and picture descrip-
tion tasks, all the features were based on the time alignment
in sentence repeating and the word location detection in se-
mantic fluency.
Fig. 5. Plots of the false alarm error probability (horizontal axis) versus the misdetection error probability (vertical axis), which was 1 minus the standard
receiver operating characteristic curve.
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task, were appropriate and cognitively challenging. This
provided the automatic speech processing technology with
sufficient information to classify the participants into their
diagnostic groups with precise accuracy. Good vocal tasks
were optimized to find a balance between being challenging
enough to detect the cognitive decline in those with early AD
and MCI but not so challenging the HC subjects would fail,
masking the differences among the populations. The count-
down task is an example of such a balance. Verbal fluency
represented a good balance for distinguishing between AD
and MCI, but not between MCI and HC. Finally, the sen-
tence repeating task requires reworking to provide that bal-
ance, perhaps by using a different spoken content to
become a significant contributor to the classification pro-
cess. These observations demonstrate that the applicability
of the cognitive tasks is a main factor for the speech detec-
tion software to function effectively.
The present study analyzed the differences in vocal fea-
tures shown by patients with AD compared with those
with MCI and HCs to determine whether these differences
represent the characteristics of disease progression. The
diagnostic utility of speech measures has been previously
demonstrated by Canning et al [9], who reported 88% sensi-
tivity and 96% specificity for AD/HC discrimination for the
category fluency. However, the results of the present study
have illustrated the ability of automatic speech analyses of
recorded vocal tasks to discriminate among HC, MCI, and
AD groups.
The participants in each diagnostic group performed
differently on each vocal task. These differences in vocal fea-
tures were not perceptible to the ear of a clinician most of the
time; however, they were detectable by the developed speech
analysis algorithm. Our results are in line with the findings
from Gayraud et al [42], who showed that patients with AD
differ from controls in their process of discourse production,
displaying more frequent silent pauses outside the syntactic
boundaries, which might be a marker of planning difficulties.
Meilan et al [20] found that the increase in voiceless segments
in a patient’s speech is a sign that explains more than 34% of
the variance in scores obtained for a specific language and
memory test. Thus, this increase could be related to AD and
to some extent to the cognitive impairments associated with
it. Similar to our results, they also found that the speech of pa-
tients with AD seemed characterized by a greater proportion
and number of voice breaks [38].
Furthermore, Roark et al [37] demonstrated that using
multiple complementary spoken language measures can
help in the early detection of MCI, underlining that effective
automatic vocal feature extraction of audio recordings is
possible such that significant differences in the feature
mean values between HC and MCI can be obtained. Simi-
larly, Lopez-de-Ipi~na et al [21] and Singh and Cuerden
[43] reported new approaches for dementia evaluation using
automatic speech analysis. Singh and Cuerden [43] reported
that the mean duration of pauses, standardized phonationtime, and verbal rates are useful features for discriminating
between HC and MCI.
The results of the present study could have several expla-
nations. As reported in the review by Taler and Phillips [44],
the commonly found language deficits in those with MCI
and AD, shown clinically by alterations in speech produc-
tion, could possibly be generated by deterioration of seman-
tic knowledge. Certain studies have demonstrated that the
pause rate in reading and spontaneous speech correlates
with cognitive impairment in elderly individuals [35,37].
The hypothesis is that the number and duration of pauses
indicate the cognitive load experienced by the person
trying to continue the logical train of thought. D’Arcy [35]
measured the pause rate on clinical and telephone speech re-
cordings using very simplistic methods for pauses and
breathing detection. These results imply that the more cogni-
tively demanding the task, the more difficult the speech pro-
duction for the patient reflected in longer pause and
breathing rates, which seems in line with our results.
The symptoms that seem to define the language of pa-
tients with AD could stem from the presence of atrophy in
the medial temporal lobe that might be present from the pro-
dromal phase of the disease [15]. Hence, abnormalities in the
expression of vocal features such as voiced/unvoiced
segment frequency, periodicity, amplitude, and so forth
might represent the direct characteristic consequences of
such neurophysiologic changes. These prosodic variables
can provide insight about the cognitive processes such as
language planning, speech production and word naming,
the access to lexicosematic memory, and the structural orga-
nization of semantic memory [15].
Early detection of these potential vocal markers could
allow earlier treatment interventions that will possibly
modify the progression of the disease before extensive and
irreversible brain damage occurs. The existence of simple
voice analysis programs could facilitate the oral language
assessment in the specific parameters sought, even with spe-
cific technology for doing so. Thus, we would have to define
the briefest language stimuli that best bring to light the vari-
ables that discriminate phonologic change, such as the
counting down task.
One major advantage of the use of such techniques is the
possibility to assess a patient’s state in an unobtrusive, less
stressful, and more natural method. For example, by
recording the patient during a regular consultation or in an
open discussion (e.g., during a telephone conversation),
the use can be imagined in many different contexts and sit-
uations, possibly with a direct visualized output to provide
immediate feedback to the patient.
To date, the most commonly used outcome measure in
clinical AD trials has been the performance on cognitive
tests. Nevertheless, it might be debatablewhether commonly
used screening tools are sensitive enough to detect small
subtle changes, either deterioration or amelioration, in a pa-
tient’s state [45] within a shorter period. As dementia
research has progressed, the findings have demonstrated
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functions, such as motor [46], vision [47], and speech [38],
possibly even from the early stages. Thus, the results of
the present study indicate we should consider other assess-
ment methods in addition to the currently used methods.
This would enable clinicians to cover the full spectrum of
dementia when evaluating a patient, maximizing the detec-
tion capacities of sensitive changes in behavior. This could
be of particular interest for pharmacologic dementia
research and to monitor a patient’s disease progression.
The present study was performed in French; however,
nonverbal vocal features were assessed. Also, considering
that similar results that were obtained from a previous
proof-of-concept study [24], performed in Greek, we have
concluded that multiple languages can be supported, option-
ally with the requirement for per-language classifier retrain-
ing. In the present study, the word content of speech was
intentionally not used to aim for a language-independent
solution that would be easily deployable. Tools to support
classification and statistical analysis in the case of limited-
in-size and sparse data were described. The small sample
size represents the major drawback of the present study.
Another limitation was the age differences among the
groups and the choice of the vocal tasks. It can be argued
that counting backward or repeating sentences are not very
natural tasks and therefore would be strongly influenced
by a patient’s stress level. The different tasks also required
different levels of cognitive effort. For instance, counting
backward is cognitively more demanding than describing a
picture; thus, these differences could partly explain the
high sensitivity of the voice analyses. Furthermore, we did
not recruit HC participants from the general elderly popula-
tion. Instead, rather we limited the HC group to those who
had presented for clinical consultation and had subjective
complaints. Although this choice limited the HC population
size, it reflects the expected scenario in which our technol-
ogy is likely to be useful: those already experiencing some
(subjective) level of cognitive or functional issues, although
less than the level of clinical MCI. Finally, it would be very
challenging to recruit younger patients with AD to age-
match them with those with MCI, because they represent a
very small population using our memory clinic. Finally, a
relatively high number of patients with apathy were re-
cruited, which could also have influenced the results. In
the follow-on study, this aspect will be analyzed in more
depth to investigate the effect of apathy and other relevant
factors on the voice analysis results.
In future work, we aim to extend the research scope,
collecting data on awider scale using a newly developed appli-
cation that ensures a standardized recording scenario and add-
ingnew spoken cognitive tasks that aremore challenging, such
as describing a positivememory. Special attentionwill be paid
to the calibration of the audio measurements used to achieve a
meaningful characterization of the status and progress of the
personwith dementia.We expect the new cognitive tasks to in-
crease the classification accuracy even further.Acknowledgments
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1. Systematic review: From the findings of previous
studies and data reviews, we noted that various types
of dementia andMCI manifest as irregularities in hu-
man speech and language, even from the very early
stages. Thus, they could represent strong predictors
for disease presence and progression. However, until
now, only a few studies have investigated the poten-
tial utility of using automatic speech analysis for the
assessment and detection of early-stage AD and
MCI.
2. Interpretation: The obtained group classification ac-
curacy of the automatic audio analyses, which were
based on vocal features extracted from recorded
vocal cognitive tasks, was relatively high at up to
87%6 3%. This demonstrates the value of such tech-
niques for accurate automatic differentiation among
HC, MCI, and AD.
3. Future directions: Additional studies are needed with
larger population sizes to improve the classification
accuracy and to investigate new and improved vocal
tasks, signal processing tools, and pattern recogni-
tion tools.References
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